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Presents 

A Fab Karaoke 
Teacher Guidelines 

All Fantasy Theatre Factory Teacher Guidelines incorporate and support Florida Sunshine State Standards. 
	

It’s “American Fabulous!” 
Welcome to the world of American Fabulous, where karaoke rules and you get to be the star! Based off of 
the hit reality TV Show American Idol, American Fabulous (A Fab) is also looking for the next Star!  The 
students will have the opportunity to sing (Karaoke Style) in front of our panel of judges to decide who will 
be the next American Fabulous Star. Cast members lead big group numbers, audience participation, and 
choreography. In the end, will the Computer choose one contestant to be the new American Fabulous or 
will it be too close to call? 
	
History of Reality TV Music Shows 

  The longest-running music program in U.S. television history, American Bandstand 
began in 1952 as a local show in Philadelphia. Kids from Philly schools danced to the 
music hits of the day, while a singer or group performed a song or two. Bandstand 
quickly became a local hit, and Dick Clark, a radio and TV personality, was chosen to 
host the show. On August 5th, 1957, the ABC network decided to air Bandstand live 
around the country from Philadelphia, for 90 minutes every weekday. The very first song 
aired on the national program was Jerry Lee Lewis’ Whole Lotta Shakin Goin’ On. 

American Bandstand soon became daytime’s top-rated program as millions of kids across the U.S. rushed 
home after school to check out the latest dances, which dance couples were going steady (or breaking up), 
and which acts would lip-sync their latest hits.  

American Bandstand soon became the stop for such major acts as Jerry Lee, and became a showcase for 
new talent, including Frankie Avalon, Bobby Darin, Connie Francis, Fabian and others. Another popular 
feature was Rate A Record, with teens giving the latest 45 RPM song a score ranging from 35 to 98. ABC 
canceled American Bandstand in 1987 after Clark refused to cut the hour-long show by 30-minutes.  

American Idol is the U.S. version of British TV hit show Pop Idol. Both the British and American versions 
were created by Simon Fuller (creator of the Spice Girls and S Club 7) and Simon Cowell, one of the 
judges on both shows. American Idol is singing talent contest in which viewers can call in and vote on 
contestants to determine the best “undiscovered”  

young singer in the United States, with the winner receiving a major record deal. Many 
runners-up — most of the top twelve of each season — have achieved enough fame and 
popularity to sign record deals of their own. Hopeful contestants audition before three judges 
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(Simon Cowell, Paula Abdul, and Randy Jackson) in cities across the United States. In order to be eligible, 
the contestants must be U.S. Citizens and be between ages 16 and 28. Contestants are required to sing a 
cappella, or without accompaniment. Those who impress the majority of the judges move on to the second 
round of auditions, which take place in Hollywood (typically only several dozen out of the thousands in each 
city move on). 

Once in Hollywood, the three judges narrow the initial field of several hundred down to 
a group of 24 semifinalists. Viewers then have two hours following the broadcast of 
the show in their time zone to phone in votes for their favorite contestant. Callers are 
allowed to vote as many times as they like for any number of contestants. In the finals, 
each finalist performs a song live from a weekly theme such as Motown, disco, big 
band music, and Billboard #1 hits. When there are three finalists remaining, themes are 
no longer used and each contestant sings three songs: one of their own choice, one 
chosen by the judges, and one chosen by record executive Clive Davis. The following night is a live 
“results” episode where the contestant with the fewest votes is sent home. This process is repeated each 
week until the one remaining contestant is declared the winner. 

Fun Fact: All contestants are cut-off from the outside world. They cannot use 
cell phones (unless between family members or during an emergency), the 
Internet (especially chatting and message boards), leave the Hollywood area, 

leave their apartments without consent, watch TV (especially news and sports), listen to 
radio stations, or read newspapers during their duration in the competition. This is to keep the 
contestants safe and to distance contestants from distractions that might hurt their singing 
ability. They can watch movies, since movies have no known distracting effect on the 

contestants. The only time when a contestant can be free from this rule is if he or she gets 
voted out.  

Sources: http://www.televisionheaven.co.uk/amband.htm http://www.juiceenewsdaily.com/index.php/2006/01/04/all-about-
american-idol/ 

History of Karaoke 

Karaoke is a Japanese abbreviated compound word: "kara" comes from "karappo" meaning empty, and 
"oke" is the abbreviation of "okesutura," or orchestra. 

Usually, a recorded popular song consists of vocals and accompaniment. Music tapes in which only the 
accompaniment is recorded were named "karaoke." 

Karaoke started at a snack bar in Kobe City, Japan. It is said that when a strolling guitarist could not 
perform at the snack bar due to illness or other reasons, the owner of the bar prepared tapes of 
accompaniment recordings, and vocalists enjoyed singing to the tapes. 

 

Holding a microphone and singing a song to the accompaniment of an "orchestra," one feels like a 
professional singer. If other customers applaud, one feels all the happier. Karaoke stimulated 

people's desire to sing. Consequently, karaoke immediately spread all over Japan. 
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Though karaoke was at first an entertainment mainly for business people, its appeal spread nationwide, 
thanks to technological development and a new invention called the "karaoke box."  

Originally in the form of tape of a popular song's accompaniment, karaoke evolved to the compact disk, 
which can locate the beginning of a song immediately. This development also made possible the 
enhancement of video scenes to create an atmosphere suitable to each song, displayed on a TV monitor 
along with the words. 

Now the karaoke boom has spread abroad, enjoyed not only in Korea and China but also in Southeast 
Asia, the U.S., and Europe. Since karaoke displays the words and scenes of a song on a monitor, it also 
used as an educational tool by countries trying to improve their literacy rate.   

Source: http://www.karaokescene.com/history/  

Pre- and Post-Show Activities 
 

 
Activity: Sing Me A Song About the U.S.A.  

Music and History Lesson (Grades K-4) 
Adapted from http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/2189/ 
 
Overview: Students will create a song that relates to a specific geographic area of the 
United States. Through this process, they will come to a better understanding of how 

music reflects traditions in various cultures and how geography affects both culture and music.  
 
Objectives: Students will-- 

• identify locations on a map 
• identify geographic features of an area. 
• create a song using geographical information 
• demonstrate an understanding of how music reflects traditions in various regions 

of the United States 
• develop an understanding of music as an essential aspect of history and human 

experience 
• develop the ability to creatively organize musical ideas and sounds. 

 
Motivation: Ask students to name the purposes of songs (commercial jingles, protest, entertainment, etc). 
What can lyrics tell us? Ask students to brainstorm the different genres of music, such as country and 
western, rock, jazz, and blues. Discuss how music represents people and where they live.  
 
Give each student a desk map of the United States (free maps can be downloaded and printed from 
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/xpeditions/). 
 
Activity: Have students think of songs about different cities, states, and regions. They should then locate 
each place described in a song on the map. Examples: Beautiful Ohio, Blue Hawaii, California Here I 
Come, Sweet Home Alabama, California Girls, Carry Me Back to Old Virginia, Chicago, Erie Canal, 
Georgia on My Mind, Moon Over Miami, Rocky Top, Yellow Rose of Texas, Hawaii 5-0, New York, New 
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York, I Left My Heart in San Francisco, Good Morning Baltimore, Moonlight in Vermont, Tennessee Waltz, 
Wild Wild West.  
 
Using the pre-recorded music of particular songs about the United States, students can have a sing-a-long. 
 
Activity: Have students research the geographic, historical, and/or story facts of a city, state, or region, 
and use what they learn to create a song, rap, or jingle that is no longer than three minutes. The follow 
Internet resources can be used to find interesting state facts: 
 
FactFinder: Fun State Facts http://www.televisionheaven.co.uk/amband.htm 
US State Facts: http://www.educationamerica.net/facts/index.phtml 
 
Students can work in groups of two to four to create their work. 
 
Performance: Have students sing their compositions to the class or to other fourth grade classes.  
 
Optional: Have them use rhythmic instruments for accompaniment. Student performances can be tape 
recorded in order to assess their work. 
 
Sunshine State Standards Addressed: 
Kindergarten: 
MU.K.C.3.Su.a Respond to a variety of music. 
MU.K.S.2.Su.a Explore familiar songs. 
MU.K.H.2.Su.a Explore music of American cultural sub-groups. 
1st Grade: 
MU.1.C.3.Pa.a Explore a variety of music. 
MU.1.H.2.In.a Respond to folk music used to remember and honor America and its cultural heritage. 
MU.1.F.2.Su.a Explore a variety of ways to participate in music. 
MU.1.F.3.In.a Contribute to collaborative tasks related to music. 
2nd Grade: 
MU.2.F.3.Pa.a Contribute to a class musical performance. 
SS.2.G.1.Su.d Recognize a map of the United States. 
3rd Grade: 
SS.3.G.2.Su.c Recognize selected states in the United States. 
SS.3.G.2.In.f Identify how people view places and regions differently by asking questions; using graphic organizers; and studying 
news, poems, legends, or songs about a region or area. 
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Activity: Guest Judge  

 
Congratulations! You have been chosen to be a guest judge on "American Fabulous!" 

Decide what your judge will be like--a down-to-earth cowgirl? A famous British pop producer? 
A cool, smooth DJ or a character of your own invention?  

 
Draw a picture of your judge including the kind of clothes he/she wears. Then practice walking 
like your judge--is she shy? Does he strut his stuff? Does she dance everywhere she goes? 

 
Now practice talking like your judge. How does he speak? What kinds of things does she say?  
 
Take turns parading up to the front of the classroom, saying one line as the guest judge, and walking back 
to your seat.  
 
Sunshine State Standards Addressed: 
Kindergarten: 
TH.K.S.1.In.b Participate in play-acting 
TH.K.S.1.Pa.b Interact with others 
1st Grade: 
TH.1.S.1.Pa.b Participate in pretend activities. 
MU.1.F.2.Su.a Explore a variety of ways to participate in music. 
MU.1.F.3.In.a Contribute to collaborative tasks related to music. 
MU.1.C.3.In.a Express an opinion about selected pieces of music. 
2nd Grade: 
MU.2.F.3.Pa.a Contribute to a class musical performance. 
 
 
 
Top Billboard Hits from Years Past 
 
1991: Bryan Adams--"Everything I Do" 
1996: Los Del Rio--"Macarena" 
2001: Alicia Keys--"Fallin'"  
2005: Mariah Carey--"We Belong Together"  
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Karaoke Vocabulary 	
	

COMPOSE: to create a piece of music. 
 
IMPROVISE: to create music or lyrics as one performs, without writing it down. 
 
HUM: to make a vibration while keeping the lips together. 
 
BEAT: a steady pulse of music. 
 
LYRICS: the words of a song. 
 
SOLO: singing by oneself. 
 
DUET: singing with another person. 
  
NOTES: symbols that explain the rhythm of the music. 
 
VERSE: the parts of the song that tell a story or lead up to a chorus.  
 
CHORUS: the part of a song that is usually repeated.  
 
A CAPELLA: singing without musical accompaniment. 
 
PIANO: to sing or play an instrument softly. 
 
FORTE: to sing or play an instrument loudly. 
 
MELODY: the main musical notes. 
 
HARMONY: a musical sound formed when two or more pitches are played.  
 
RHYTHM: the combination of long and short notes and rests in music. 
 
UNISON: singing the same melody together. 
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A Fab karaoke 

Teacher evaluation  
 

Fantasy Theatre Factory is always evolving and growing, and we count on feedback from you, teachers, 
administrators, and students to help us move in directions where there is need. We would especially like to know 
which elements of the program were of value, interest, and significance to you and your students. What do your 
students remember most about the performance? Are there other books/stories that you would like to see offered 
through our In-school programs for future years?  
 
Please take a moment to fill in this evaluation sheet: 
 
School________________________________________________________Grade Level____________ 
 
Name, Position________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How did you hear about us? __________________________________________________________________ 
 

Your Comments: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this form. Furthermore, we welcome letters, essays, and drawings from your students. 
Please enclose them and return to: 

 

  Fantasy Theatre Factory   
6103 NW 7th Avenue, Miami, FL 33127 

 (305) 284-8800 

Email: info@ftfshows.com Web Site: www.ftfshows.com 
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A Fab karaoke 
We love fan mail! Let us know your favorite part and how much you enjoyed the show. You can even draw 
a picture. We cannot wait to hear from you! 
	
Dear Fantasy Theatre Factory,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your Friend,  
 
School:          Teacher: 
Show:          Date: 
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About Fantasy Theatre Factory  
 

Fantasy Theatre Factory, (FTF) is a professional touring theatre created in New York in 
1977, by Ed Allen and Mimi Schultz, performing artists and teachers. FTF is currently headed 
by Producing Artistic Director Larry Fields. FTF presents theatre for diverse family 
audiences. FTF’s 16 touring educational shows appeal to pre-school, elementary, family, adult 
and senior audiences. FTF shows cover themes of: Children’s Literature, Reading, Ecology, 
Social Service, Black history,  Bullying Prevention, Dance, English, and Music. FTF performs in 
rural and inner-city schools, theatres, parks, hospitals, community centers, and more. In this 
manner, Fantasy Theatre Factory presents more than 300 Florida programs reaching over 
130,000 people each year. Fantasy Theatre Factory’s mission is to make more quality theatre 
programs available to more people.   
 
Learn more by visiting FTF’s website @ 

www.ftfshows.com 
 
Also Check out FTF on Social Media @  

www.facebook.com/ftfshows, www.twitter.com/ftfshows www.instagram.com/ftfshows 
 


